What's your experience with Pear Deck

A Bit about Me

Become an Expert
Old School Lectures are Passive

It's important to get all student actively engaged in the classroom

What we know

Engagement

Student are 5 times more likely to fall a lecture based class than an active class with peer

What's Peer Deck? Why am I here?

I'm new to Peer deck, have you ever used it before?

I've already used it

I've seen Peer Deck being used

What's your experience with Peer Deck?
What do you think is the biggest barrier to engagement in your classroom?

- Disagree
- Agree

It's important to get all student actively engaged in the classroom.

- Home stress is distracting
- Different processing
- Language
- Shyness
- Fear of being wrong in front of peers

What does your teacher do to help you stay engaged in the lesson?
Where would you bank the ball? Bank as many times as you like.

Explain what's funny about this political cartoon.

Let's see some examples.

Circle three things that indicate who the aggressor is in the engraving.
Graph \( y = \frac{2x}{1} \)

How far do you think the roads traveled from Oklahoma to California?
Try the Balancing Lab

Take note on what you notice.

Try to balance different objects.

Students will see notes/prompt/related content.

Students will see notes/prompt/related content.

Students will see notes/prompt/related content.

Students will see notes/prompt/related content.

MathInstruction

Without leaving your peer deck session,

Let students move through an EdPuzzle video and answer questions.
Every learner, every day

Powerful learning moments for

Pear Deck

Let's get started!

Click "Create New Deck"

Questions on the Fly
Reviewing Answers
Timer and Screen Lock
Using Projector and Dashboard at the Same Time
Control which Answers show up on Projector
Showing Student Answers

Other Advanced Tools: Rank These

Join code: FhammiliMHS0531
https://app.peardeck.com/jmpn?theend=weignore/
Presentation Controls

Start Presenting

Time to Present